Director of Engineering
Go Together is looking to hire its first-ever Director of Engineering. In this role you will report directly to the
CEO and be in charge of technology strategy and execution for the company.
“There’s work and there’s your life’s work. The kind of work that has your fingerprints all over it. The kind of
work that you’d never compromise on. That you’d sacrifice a weekend for.”
- Apple, Inc.
That’s the kind of work we do at Go Together, innovating how parents and schools safely get their children
to and from anywhere. Our first application, CarpooltoSchool, is in use today at over 30 schools in 19
states to organize carpools, bikepools, and walkpools.
Smart cities. Ride-sharing. Autonomous cars and other environment-friendly transportation options. At Go
Together you'll not only put your skills and experience to work — you'll help families leverage emerging
transportation options in ways never before possible.
Since we launched the first version of CarpooltoSchool we've been gathering customers and awards.*
We're now entering a growth phase and need a software leader to help us level up. In this brand new role
you will take control of our web and mobile app development, migrate it in-house to a team you will help
build, and work with the CEO and others to define our product roadmap. You will split your time between
technology strategy, leading outsourced and (increasingly) in-house teams, and hands-on coding.
This is a role with significant external exposure to investors and other third parties, so (as if we had to say it)
communication skills as well as technical skills are extremely important. Here are some other things we
think are important for this role:
- Current hands-on web and mobile development skills
- MySQL savvy
- Experience leading software teams and working in cross-functional teams (product, technology, executive)
If you're the kind of software leader who can take a team from "what do you think of this idea for a new
product feature" to a prioritized engineering backlog based on innovative solution architecture, we need to
talk.
Go Together's compensation includes a significant equity stake as well as a competitive startup salary. We
are flexible on in-the- office-time but you must be local to DC. Go Together is an inclusive, diverse, equal
opportunity employer and we intend to keep it that way.
Interested? Great let’s talk. Send your resume to work@gotogether.today
*Including a 2017 Innovation Award from Washington Business Journal and the 2017 SWSW WeDC Showcase.

